Chapter 1

Factoring using continued fractions
The statement that every integer can be written as a product of prime numbers is a typical mathematical statement with a simple proof. Things become much more complicated when you (inspired by Gauss) ask for a good algorithm for factoring a given integer AE. In a non-trivial factorization AE one of the factors and must be Ô AE. If AE is even ¾ divides and we have found a factor. If AE is odd we may find a factor of AE, by starting with ¿ and try dividing with odd numbers up to Ô AE. This procedure is called trial division. The number of steps in trial division is proportional to the smallest prime factor Ô. This is extremely slow. If you want to factor a ½¼¼ digit number, which is the product of two ¼ digit prime numbers, you must carry out approximately ½¼ ¼ steps of trial division. If every step takes ½¼ ½¼ seconds, you will have to wait for ½¼ ¼ seconds (or approximately ½¼ ¿¾ years). There are better algorithms.
The Fermat-Kraitchik method
Currently the most effective algorithms for factoring "difficult integers" originates in the historic fact that if an integer AE can be written as the difference Ü ¾ Ý ¾ between two squares, we have the factorization AE Ü ¾ Ý ¾ Ǘ · Ýµ´Ü Ýµ . This is a socalled sieving procedure (like the sieve of Eratosthenes eliminating multiples of prime numbers). It leads to the factorization algorithm called the quadratic sieve. In [1] you can find a nice description of this and other sieving methods for factoring. These are currently the most effective factoring the challenges issued by RSA. In fact the RSA challenge with ½ digits was factored using sieving.
We will however describe the champion of factoring preceeding the quadratic sieve, the continued fraction algorithm. This is in order to get involved in some fantastic 19th century mathematics and show how an idea from the heart of mathematics can be applied in easing factoring.
The problem with Fermats method is that Ë´Üµ Ü ¾ AE grows too rapidly. It takes longer and longer to factor Ë´Üµ. One can instead use "convergents" × Ò Ø Ò in the continued fraction expansion of
where ¾ AE). Then one tries the above method for factoring successively using the numbers 
where is an irrational number. 
Now we have an expression for Ô ¾ that "bites its own tail". Let us insert it into itself:
We can repeat this to get the "continued fraction"
In this way we have proved that Ô ¾ is irrational or have we?
Rational numbers
The continued fraction algorithm for rational numbers turns out to be the classical Euclidean algorithm. This is quite easy to see. Consider a fraction , where ¼. Then Õ · Ö and Õ. Therefore 
Basic theory of continued fractions
A continued fraction is formally a sequence of integers ¼ ½ Ò , where ¾ and
There is a one to one correspondence between continued fractions and real numbers. This is displayed in the notation
to be understood as the following sequence of numbers
Does this make sense? Does this sequence converge (to a real number)? We need to compute a bit more to answer this question.
Eulers rule and corollaries
The above sequence of (honest) fractions are called convergents for the continued fraction in (£). What are the fractions? Before we compute them let us make a subtle observation.Denote the numerator of the Ò-th convergent of a continued fraction Ü ½ Ü ¾ Ü ¿ by Ü ½ Ü ¾ Ü Ò . Then the Ò-th
Using this we get Proof. Follows by induction using If we denote the numerator and denominator of the Ò-th convergent × Ò and Ø Ò respectively, then we have the inductive formula
Remark 2.3.5
The sequence of denominators´Ø Ò µ is a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers. We recognize in particular ¾¾ as the archimedian approximation to . Less known is ¿ ½¿¿ , which is a much better approximation. In fact 
The even convergents form an increasing sequence bounded above by × ½ Ø ½ and the odd convergents form a decreasing sequence bounded below by
By elementary real analysis both sequences´× ¾Ò Ø ¾Ò µ and´× ¾Ò·½ Ø ¾Ò·½ µ have a limit. In fact they converge to the same number. This is a result of the following computation. 
Continued fraction for a real number
We pose a very relevant question. When we do the continued fraction algorithm for a real number , we get a continued fraction. What does this continued fraction have to do with ? The answer is that the convergents (surprise!) converge to . Here is how to prove this. Consider the continued fraction algorithm for after Ò steps 
Quadratic irrationalities
A quadratic irrationality « is a non rational real root in a quadratic equation
Definition 2.5.1 If « is a quadratic irrationality, which is a root of (£), then we let « ¼ denote the other root of (£). The other root is called the (algebraic) conjugate of «. Proof. Suppose that ¾ Ê has a purely periodic continued fraction. This means that
and must be a quadratic irrationality, since
But why is it reduced? This is tricky. In fact one has to pull out a genuine trick to solve this. Consider the number ½ given by reversing the period of :
We have proved that a purely periodic continued fraction describes a reduced quadratic irrational. Let us prove the other way. Suppose that is a reduced quadratic irrational. Then The example shows a pattern in the continued fraction for the square root. It seems that it repeats itself after encountering ¾ ¼ . It also seems to be symmetric around a "middle". This is no coincidence:
Theorem 2.6.2 Let AE be a natural number, which is not a square. Then 
